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The p~rga~e af ?kis paper is to develop, test and interpret a simulta- 
rM3OW equatiOn§ mod@1 Of th processes generating criminal statistics in 
EQ&u& and W&S. Spe&fbDy we are interested in the determination 
Of the .dffence rat& the proportion of offences ‘cleared-up” and the 
nt~~~~ber Qf palkemen per ~pita. Our data refer to individual police 
disttict~ in En&-id and WaIes in 196 1 and 1966. 

We give 8 .btief description af the main comp,nents uf uur model so 
that we can introduce the theclries and estimation problems involved; a 
rn~re precise description of the variables we used is contained in sect. 2. 
O-rur first equation refers to t&e number of offences per capita (offence 
ra&), in a d&t&t. Deterrence theories irrdicate that &is offence rate 
de&ktids -on the pr~potiosr of crimes Weared-up’ (or clear-up rate), if 





tion was 
likely to 

based on the middle classes since, we.felt, this group was mow 
exert pressure for the protection of property. We also included 

population density since the Home Office told us the ground to be 
‘coveed ws an important clement in their consi 
We have had to ignore? in the fomral mcrdellling, geographical interac- 

tions of the kin;zll of which the ~0110~~~ might be an example: an area 
wifdr a high level of swag has a low offence rate because offendem are 
attracted to adjacent areas with still higher swa levels. T)ais omission j,s 
Iess serious if, in our example, each area has a similar spread o 
opportunities in arl[jaoent areas or if most offences are Eod: 1 in nature 
(as my be the case with many minor larcenies). 

Our theories involved in the first equatiorl usually refer to the ‘real’ 
number of offtmces. We conform to econometric terminology in calling 
this the ‘true’ number of offences although a more precise definition is 
the actual number of incidents which we suppose would have been 
regatded as affence~ if they had been reported. e prwwses captor& 

in the second and t&d equations refer to the recorded offence rate. 
Here&es we shali distinguish the recorded number of offences and the 
true number of offences? 

5 

where y, p1 c am the logatithms of the offence rate, clear-up rate a:ild 
number of palic;ement per capita, asterisks denote true values, ;LII~ 





The aplrroach of the ana&& is somewhat different from most c&r& 
nological studies in another respect. The s ructural equations describe 
how the mdcqpmus variables (e.g, offences) are generated by the ex- 
D~~II&XE ‘In other words we &x%ibe populations and th$n exiunine the 
numbeer of (e.&) offences thtit emerge ra+3= than the ctiminotogically 
more cammton practice a% analysing and &scrWng offences and con- 
victed offenders. 

rk is therefore offered in the following spirit. The approach 
tu mcrc!eifing amI stattitical tech ques is fairly new to criminology 
(@tkau& not ts other subjects). arder to put the problem in our 

interpret the results we 2lave had to make assumptions about 
&ations which seem plausible at e current state of knowledge but 
which have not yet been thorough stablished. In economics, at least, 
it is aften the case that the assum s for, and interpretations of the 
result-s fI@, r~~~~u-models caw m&ivate micro-research as well as being 
bsed cm previous micro-research. In a similar fashion we hope that our 
SxdacrO anAy& of’ the ctiminti statistics will lead to and be teste,d by 
further research at the mi433 ievei. 

We describe, in this szctism, the measures we used to capture the 
~utrlined in the introducGun. We shall be brief, and a precise 

and compbte description of d2tt.a sources it; available on application to 
the Isautiurs. 

l'h ditkh fur a ~i&wsecth idpdice: districts in 1961 asnd 1966. 
‘I’hesc ye& weti &xen since they were census and sample3 census 
years, r@speetiveIy, SO that data g)%). social class and age structure are 
lpkik# Our other main sources, apart from published census data, 
we&e 43 M0me Office publications ‘S~ppleme~lta~ Statistics 
to Crime and CMmin~ Brweedin o Stab.1 for 

;uxd the annual publicatian ‘Police Stati~stics’ ( 
CA authc&y tre 
had twu main 
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respectively 196 f urbat:, 11966 ut;ba, i 966 urban and rural pooled, and 
f 96 It and 1966 urban ybooted. 

The system that *die evcntuatfy estimated was a three equation partial 
R&N& form of t&e five equation ~KMM described in sect. 1 wkme the 

unobservable variables y* and p were eliminated fro/m equation (I ), 
and (2, and (3) r&;ain their form (se sect. 3). These equations were for 
the recorded offence r&e, recorded clear-up rate and the mrmber of 
pdicemen per capita. The number of recorded offences way the total 
number of recorded indictabWoffences and was taken from Supp. 
Stats. Indictable offences are th!sse offences deemed to be serious 
enou& to warrant the posibility of trial in front of a j5u-y. Roughly 
65% of reoorded indictable offences are larcenies (and similar offences), 
20% are breaking-and-entering type offences and 7 or 8% are offences 
against the person. District clear-up rates are unpublished and were 
kinfly made available by the Home Office. The number of policemen 
per capita was taken from PFS. 

In table 1 a&w we state thg: exogmms variables that were used in 
e~h of tb the eqsrations for the main data sets: i961 urban and 
1966 urban 

For the 1966 urban and rural pooled set the model was modified as 
f&lows. 731e percentage of the area tbt ws urban&d was included in 
each equation wMch acts;, in part, hke a dummy variable distinguishing 
town and country. 7%~~ natural fogatithm was used and the source was 
PFS. In the first equation this variable repfaced 7’ and in the third 
equation .D since it was fairly hi.&ly corr&ted with both. 

The five equation model outlined in sect. 1 contains the 
able variables y * a e now destxibe th 
mwt this problem. 





ables y, p, C. It is easy to check that the system (1 I”, 42). (I’?) -with 
exogenous variables as In table 1 satisfies tie rank con&iion for iden- 
tification. 1 2 The problem is that we estimate aI axi,0 (ar3 + (1 + al ) q ) 

md cmnot i!!mXate f&p and q*._ 

. The est&nati;otl prc~~dti~~ we, in fact, used was to include as explana- 
tory vtiab es in the fitit equatiun pt c and the f%e exogenous varia&les 
of table 1. In other words we have 

The system estimated was (I)“‘, Q) and (3). We tlws have a three 
equation system with three endogenaus vatiables y3 p, c and nine ex- 
O&WXU ~&d?fe~. There are 22 coefficients (including 3 constant 
ter& and 6 distinct entries in the variance-,covariance matrix. ‘The 
EU& caiditian for ideWifr@ation ;is satisfied. 

We Pa; asseti tbt s; is s garameter of equ;stion (1) only if we are 
CarWirWd +h# t#Wz cbrrespunding Wriable is not an argument of k( ). If .’ 
w ‘me nal 30 convinced then WE should Merpret the parmete;* as a 
~&uct of twu prmes: the fitit determining the %ue’ level of of- 
fences, the: second deterr&ing the number of these offences which 
reach the record bsc&. We ah&l make liberal use of such interpretations 
in sect, 4. It should be noted that ify is an zgument of k( ) then none 
of the fy’$ will be equai trr ayp’, sand that we have assumed that kf ) dses 
nst depend ~II any af the exogmous vatiables that were excluded from 

_ eq* (I)(see table 1). 
We have usad .the logarithmic foncpl partly since we want to keep (4) 

linear and partly fsince it is reaso able tu discuss the relationstips in 
ternrs af the effst of proportional changes in the ‘right-hand side’ 
Mables ~b those of the left-hand side. Further we tried two alternative 
specificNi0ns laf the functional form - reported in an earlier version 3,f 
this paper presentled to the 1971 Econometric Society eeting in Bar- 
cel~na, 6ne of the alternatives was to use log P/ 1-P r log E for those 
vtiables that are proportions. The other was to use all var~~~b~es i 

lint3ar (unf0 either exhibited s ty Over the k 
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which is 
Suppose 
VZUkibleS 

estimafe 
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lions in four endogenous variables y, yBE, g, and 42. 
we further assume that k( ) has no arguments apart from those 
included in equations (8)-(1 I)* Then a two stage least squares 
of (8) would enable; us to identify o1 l All this depends how- 

, 

GWX ora. our accepting eqs. (6) and (7). Early attempts* 4 with a pro- 
cedum using bra nd-entering offences lead us to believe that 
either the reporti for breaking-and-entering is nat sufficiently 
high or that ctime patterns are nat sufficiently fixedfor the purposes of 
the above procedure. The tiew that reporting rates far breaking-and- 
entering offences may be ?.ow is corroborated, at least for the USA, by 
the resmrch of the Natiorrai Opin%on Research Centre (Chicago) who 
found that only 31% of the burglaries (similar to our breaking-and- 
entering offences) of their sample were reported - see p* 8 of Ennis 
(1967). 

The results given in sect. 4 are furi information maximum likelihood 
(FIML) estiInate% f 5 The computing program me used was SkMUL 7 due 
to cliff Wym et of the LSE and kixldly made available by him. Readers 
unfZun8iar with the simultaneous eguatiom techniques of econcrmetrics 
wilf find good dmcxiptiotl$ In Malinvaud ( 197 f ) or Johnston (197 It ). 

FlML estimates are thought to be setlsitive to cumglete model spe- 
cification, see Malinvaud (1971) cx Johnston (197 I.). (Clearly, the 
specification of a particular equ.>tion 0f interest is important to that 
equation, using any technique.) The SEMUL programme also gives two 
stage least wuare estimates (2SLS) which are known to bc more robust 
to specification error elsewhere in the model and it is therefore reassur- 
ing that 2SI.S and FX L results for our models are similar (see the first 
d.raft of thrs paper presented to the VT71 Barcelsna Ecortomeuic 
Society Meeting). We use Ff 

tions as a whole - see: II 





this case -- see model of sect. 3.1 - we have 22 co~ffkients (counting 
constant terms) a~?d 6 distinct entries in tk vati”.ance-covariarmce 
matrix. We thus have 25 degrees of freedom. 

The &i-square value of the lug4ikefihosd ratio in the test for a 
structural t>mak between 1961 and 1966 was 79.3 with 28 degrees of 
freedam. This leads its to reject the null hypothesis of no structural 
change: between 1961 and 1966 even at the 0.1% level. The estimates of 
tie 22+oefficient m&4, described in sects. 1 and 3.1, for the four data 
se& (see sect. 2) acre given in the apaermdklr to this pal:,er, together with 
the likelihoad values. 

Table 2 (i) 

1966 Urban imt3 rural pook4 restricted 

Vwiabie Exphlatwy vdattes 

to be 
explained 

Y P c f a s %urbn. e amt. 
-us9 i-o.74 -0. r a 90.63 +Q.ll HI.45 HI.40 -1.64 
GIL241 (0.22) (O-09) (0. 15) (0.13) (0.09) (0.14) (2.28) 
2.50 3.41 I.86 4.29 0.88 4.92 2.81 0.72 

P c n %urbn. const. 
-1.x5 -0.16 +0.3i -8.82 
(0.34) fO.04) (0.11) (2.62) 
3.39 4.31 2.76 3.37 

c P m Y %wbn. cmst. 
+i.22 -0.86 - 0.44 +0.40 -3.98 
(0.4 1) m. 39) (0.11) (0.W) (2.18) 
2.98 2.23 8 2 

COVarinrrC@ mslt dx .175 
0.039 &I 5.028 
Mm c 

3 
_ --- _--- . 



I966 Urbm restriceed 

Variable 
to be 

Y 

P 

Ls 

P 
-0.26 
f0.32) 
0.81 

c 
-is4 
(0152) 
2.96 

.? n 
+0.21 -0.12 
(0. i 2) mo4)J 
1.70 2.91, 

19) Y 

-uJl6 --a*12 
0.27) v.mS) 
3.16 2.42 

a s 
+0.45 MI.31 
fS.17) (0.16) 
2663 I.97 

‘!XM. 
-1062 

(3.44’) 
3.09 



Table 2(i) 
--- 

0.96 1 Urban r8stricmi 
v--w- 

T:ariable lixpfanatory variables 

to be 
4%plained 

Y P f u t const. 

-4.66 -0.28 -0.06 +0.1% e3.61 
1(0.26) f0.08) (0. f 9) (U.Q§) (1.80) 
2s5 3.41 0.30 3.65 2*MI 

P c! u 
-t3*36 $24 

n 
La 

conrt * 

-1.01 -6.12 +!i.tJ 
y;> f@.fU) Gl.i0) gMx2) (0.07) (0.66) 

* 3.80 2.51 4.81 B .65 El.58 

0.075 
0.02% 
0.013 

fzsqquare vdue of 
lag-likemood 
ratio 8.834 with 
9 d.o,f. 

la- table Xii) we give the reduced fms l a derived from the struc- 
tims 194% u&an rest&ted and fi966 urban restricted of table 2(i). The 
~~fi~~4mt of an ex@anatory va&bte ira <e.gJ the first equation of a 
model in table 2(G) tells us the percmtage change in y that would be 
predated by the modd for a one per cent in the co~~es~o~d~g (un- 
l~gg@d) exogem~ variable (hoiding other exogenous variables 
stamt) tak;fng Sat0 accut4Fz~ tie changes that would co 
c also. Thme coeffkients are sometimes called ‘impact 



T1 bie 2(ii) 

-. 

Y f rt s n u ,Mr, const. 

-0.28 U.iS -O.lS 0.18 cm7 458 -UJ2 3*9U ._ 
(Ud8, (0.17) (UB9) U&5$ (cf.031 (U.3U) @&6) G&39%. 
3.41 1.02 t*19 3,65 2.23 LSCS .1$?6 &63 )) 

P UIUU -$I.35 0.23 U.cN “-8.11 UA& 0.17 -u.4s 
(0.00) (U‘U9) (0.09) MM) ’ (U*O2) (fk26) (0.W (I.961 

4J2 2.64 - S‘?U 3.49 3*43 0.23 

c 0.80 -U.Ul U.Ul OAU -U*UU -0.89 -0.06 6.09 
(U.UU> (U&4) ,(U.U3) ~‘D,UUi) I @3*01) : Q33S) raus) .(L29, 

0.28 0.28 ‘- -‘U&J +.%I~ 1.25 4.71 

variance 3’ U.i?3 
F’ 0,038 
c U.018 

U*U~S 
., : c-c. .’ -. --m-r.. 

xm 



4.21. Con$&#~nb- n?Rdts 
We focus ~ttit!Marn on I W urkwi restricted and 1966 u&an red 

striCted (see table 2) as our m;;tin set pf resu1.Q~ We begin with a discus-: 
Sioni of those co&ficients that were significant” p and b&wed &&m~y 
in both yaars. ar -discussion wilI be fairly brief as a more detailed 
WMIysiS from the c~minologicat and ssciokqghzi~ paint of view is avail- 
abfe @lsewhem, CarHill and Sterns ( 197 1 )9 and in our forthcoming book. 

fn the &st equation t”le coeff”rcient of (severity of punishment) f was 
ti&MicaM and negative in both yean. a* The first equation coefficient 
of p was alF+ sigrnificant and negative in 196f urban, and 1966 urban 
and rural poled. it was also significant and negative in I966 urban 
when we usr4 a different measure of the probability of apprehension 
based an cor~iction rates, r li The first equation coeffici62nt of the ‘swae:’ 
variably., t, was siffollifi~nt and witire in .bath years~ All the variables 
that one WCS&I expect to enter a caIculation af the expected gain from 
an offence, therefore, enter into the dertermilrration of the reported 
offence rate in the natural direction. 

The &&city (e,) of the mcarded offence rate with respect to thle 
&ar~up rate, p, was found to be higher than that (ef> for the severity of 
puni&ment, f, a finding which conforms with common preconcep- 
tiorr. 2 2 It should be noted that in so far as percentage changes in OUT 
me;asures of p and f arc larger (smaller) than perceived clianges in prob- 
ability of apprehension and severity of punishment, we under- (OVCIP-) 
es&n&e the el~ti~ities of actual behaviour (assuming k( ) independent 
af pl f-i SW sect. 3.1). There is a large fixed element in any punishment 
(the.so&al consequences of court appeamnlca) so it may well be the cztie 
&at percmtage cbqes in cmx f measure are larger than perceived 
changes. The azgnitude of the p, f elasticities has dropped between 
1961 slnd 1966 - in otbea words the population seems to have becolne 
leak respon&e in probabilities of being caught and the seveaity c 
punishment. 2 3 
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unemployment2 ’ and a measure of overcrowding within the homeze 
(tried at an early sta e first equation, y, v and the proportion of 
detectives in the force (tried at an early stage) in the second equation 
and y in the Mrd equation. 

We remark in the Appendix that the urban and rural data are best 
tre&ed separat@. We note here the main differences in estimatleti 
co&Icier&s between the 1966 urban set and the 1966 urban sbnd rural 
pouled set. First the percentage of area urbanised affects y, p and c 
p&t&eIy* Only the second of these effects is surprising and our view is 
that the first equation coefficient reflects, at least in part, available 
swag p performs better with the pooled set in the fiit asad third 
equations and s WQ~IB in the first. 

SeCmId group of coefficients, i.e., those that 
b if&rent way in the two years. These are c, CP, a 
otnrd s in] the fir& two equations, We lean heavtiy on our interpretation 
of tie mode1 as one of reicorded offences in the expianation of the 
behaviour of these coefficienzts (see sect. 3.1). We take c first. We dis- 
3nguish three effects on recorded offences of more policemen ir! an 
area. We calu these the creating, reporting and preventing effects. The 
fifs;S of thw refers to the ‘creation’ of recorded offences by a police- 
man &I the wnse that he sees and records a minor crime that otherwise 
go unreporte& Second@ more policemen in evidence may mean that 
more members of the pub& report minor crimes than they otherwise 
WC&L bn aiter~tive interpr&ation of this effect is that the presence 
of @lice in greater numbers leads to an incre d public awareness of’ 
@aMy and j;ileg&ty. Further it would affect the public’s view of 
whet?ier it was vm-th the effort of retorting since it wmdd affect an 
#?stimretp CFf t e ~~,~~~~~~ of actton being taken 03 the repsrt. We 



swgect that, with i,ncreased mechanisatio~ and deteriorating police- 
pub& refations these 1lbSt two interpretations wiil be of increasing im- 
p4xtance. Thirdly, the presence of a psficeman may deter (even for la 
gi~n. kv& of p). The first two WC&~ incr~~ase the recur&& offence r&e 
and tie third. reducCt. 

These ef&cts 4&o 43perate on the, clear-up rate since the? affect of- 
fen= ‘mix and soat~ z&Want for the p-equation. T!ie creating~effect 
would act pcrsitive& on. the clear-up rate @rice’ the &ax-up rate for 
crimes recorded in, this way must be ckx& to one (i&i’ at ‘Mst, above 
average). The reporting effect woul$ act negatively oti the:@ar-up rata 
sirrw crimes9 reported to polieemen which wa@d not- ha& been rev 
ported h;Yd a policeman nut tieen around, are probably tither less e;tsy 
*io s&e than average or less wurth the effort of the poke than WIW 
age.’ ’ The prevention effect would also act negatively since ‘we assume 
that crimes de&n?ed by .$he &s”cenc~ of mm pc%l@m~ are easier to 
sobe than avem# i.e. k&h: ;t gken -offence rat? &nd extra pdice we 
expect the offence: mix tu br= mote: “profession& We smmatise these 
&‘fetis with the f&owing t&le: 

Creating Effect 
Reporting Effect 
paeventing Effect 

Offence Rate 

i 
+ 

The tot& effect of mure policemen on the offence and &ear-up rates is 
a com~ation of these effect+ The. ti&jof de;terminants -of the r&at& 
strength of these !Lhree eff=G are the state of poIice_pubfrc relati~~3s, 
the m&i&y of the police force, and the forma&y ‘of poke pro~edur&. 

r police officers have p&ted to the apparent &#xioration in 
relations with the WC in the 1960s (see bdotrv)~ ‘They have sug@ested 

this sras a consequence of the increased mobi.lity &nd fcrnnalfsatian, 
rwedures3 @ that oli;cwed in this period folIow$ng the Royal Coxn- 

~~~n~) sport of it 962 and the increase in emphasis on man- 
enr r~tetbds. Exannpks of such changes are the instMion of 

starch and Planning ranch (H%3), ~~rn~ut~~~Rt~~n of ofi* 
ex (WK3), and Regional Crime Squads (early 1960s). 



We should therefore expect an increase in the importance of the 
first effect frzm 1 6 I to f 966 and a decrease in the importance of the 
second effect. If the last two effects were the most impGrtasnt in f 961 

wts shauid e.xpect a total ne ative effect 4x1 the clear-up rate and an 
insignificant effect an the I m of offences. the creating effect is 
relatively stronger in 1966 we should expect a total positive effect for 
1966 on the level of offences, but stiXI a Ppe ative effect 0n the ckar-up 
rate. An examination of table 2(i) thaws that these expectations are 
jWifkd (the significance: of c in the y-equation is improved in the % 966 
pooled set), l[n fact the coefficient of c in the p-equation increased in 
absdut~ magg&ude frtrtM 1961 to P 966 and YY~ condude that t?le pre- 
venting effect on the clear-up rate became stronger between 1961 an.3 
1966. The exp!zuWi~n wsuki seem to be “ahat the increased mobility of 
the poke force meant that those crimes deterred in f 966 had clear-up 
rates higher above the average for that year than was the case in P 94B. 

In other words one effect of increased mobility and formalisation is the 
‘weeding out’ of easily sofvced crimes teaving the more difficult ones. 
The large s&e of the c coefficient in the second equation seems to 
itaticate that this .deterrent effect is strong. 

The otiy coefficient concerning e that was Qgnificant wan in the first 
equation in 1966. Effects of increases in c and e are probably similar. 
Applying the above analysis it seems that we have a combinajtion of the 
creating snd preventing effects involved.3 ’ In B 96 i these effects can-+ 
celled each other out, AMhough both increased in importance, the 
creating effect was dominant for the offence equation producing the 
result obsemred. Again the preventing effect fc?r the p-equation seems to 
have incraed in importance from 196 1 to 1966 since the preventing 
and creating effects cancel in the [l-equation producing an ir&@Icant 
coefYicient. l[t seems, therefore, that the effects of c-incre:ases (more 

icemen) and e-increases (more expenditure per policeman) can be 
undemtood in similar ways. The major difference is that with e the 
reporting effect is lost. In other words, it does seem as some chief 
constaMes have suggested, that the j.>roblems of 10~s of contact with 
public, and increased f~~~a!i$ati~~ a 
deed, Chief Inspector BrG&s state& 
tk~ough increased rn~b~i~at~~~ an 





The bes! explanation of the results concerntig s (the percentage of 
population which is working class) in the first two equations would 
se3em to be in working class areas - where we suppose a possibly higher 
offk2fice- @c .fer, altemativelgF, differential immunity ur Ipolice d&&i& 
tiation) _L fiat there has been a foaseninig of in,formal cumrn~z~lity coxa- 
W&S and that there is a Irelative ease in obtaining convictions. If in 1961 
wurking class infcvrnlal controls were still strong (so that the po 
kss fre,quent& invuIved) we need not expect ‘s’ to be sign.ifica:nt in the 
JJ quaCon. If, howler, these controls weakened in the first hadf of the 
196Os, we should expect more minor offences to have been reported. It 
may also have been the case ‘that such extra affences were Idifficult to 
solve. We therefore expect, and find, in 1961 a positive coefficient in 
tk p+quartion, but an ins@M%zant coefficient in the y-equation and, 
fMher, in 1966, an insign%kant coefficient in the p-equation but a 
positive #XXfficient in ,#L$ y-equation* 



~u~~~ents will be mustfy negative, partly since vve do not fee1 
n shsuId kad directly to s 

e can, h~~~~ver, on the b 
teamed ft<>m rOaLr study, question soiree sf tlie ar~~en%s 

5, tI2e ~~~i~i~~ 



The variable in our model that the authorities might try to influence 
dM~tly are f, C, and e, presumably with a view to affecting the num’ber 
of offpxxs an the proportion solved. We have seen how the effects of 
c and & an the ‘true’ number of offences is obscured by the creating and 
reporting effects. l[n particular it seems thirt irr 2966 thts creating effect 
is~r;tth~ important. If, therefure, more policemen provide an increase in 
recorded offences, it is illegitimate to use this increase as a:n sargument 
for saiU Moore policemen (there may be other arguments). It is reason- 
able 50 ask pro@imers of a crime wave to make a judgment about 
recon3ing effects when they use statistics. 

The nrtost promising variable for those interested in reducing offence 
rates would seem to be the clear-up rate. The severity of punishment 
seems to yield rather weak responses. For example, custodial treatment 
for 24% as opposed to 20% of offenders found guilty would imply a 
3.4% reduction in offenees (using 1966 estimate and calculating only 
the dbect effect through &e first structural equation). This would in- 
voke a 20% increase in the population in custody. 

Un~tiunatelly, we can give little guidance on how 91 can be affected. 
The rntin consistent variab,Ie in the second structural equation, a nega- 
tive effect of size of district on p, argues against the cuncentration on 
amalgam&ons. Thus more specific justifications of this policy than 
general appeals to ccunurnies of scale are necessary. It is difficu!t to go 
further than s except to note the apparent importance of &al force 
practl.ces (which presumably means chief constable behaviour) in deter- 
mining p. 

Our analy& has lent some support to theories of offen,ding behav- 
iour that Goncentra,te on probability of detection, severity of punish- 
ment if caught and the availability of swag, in so far as our measures o 
these variables proved significant at the ag 
seen that the effect of the 
figures seem to depend in aI 

ible specific modes of in~~~vid~al, 
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are accepted at the 5% levels. This, togetkw with the h$gh signifimce in 
&&I equation of the coefficient of the v&able measuring percentage sf 
.%h~ aTea that is urbankxzd ieads us to suppose that u&bar! and mral data 
drrr: bet&r tmat& separgtely. 35 We felt, huwever, that the rural abser- 
vatkms mm&&&too small a sample to we to estimate a model of our 

;. 1 size3 ._. 

3g A &ml like&lmod ratio test of this hypoth& cotid be condwted in a parallel way to 
auf test for a st~twal break betwem 1961 md 1966. 
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